We have both decided that our relationship has no tolerance
for cheating even if one of us has a sexual addiction

for married and unmarried couples
We have both decided to be together exclusively in this marriage/relationship/partnership. We have
said that we love each other and are willing to sacrifice everything (including other relationships) to
make our relationship work.

Married Couples
At the beginning of each year, we will list all our assets to be owned jointly and legally. If it is proven
that one of us is a cheater, has had a sexual relationship with someone else while we were married, or
begins a new relationship with someone else, the person who cheats has agreed to willingly give up 2/3
of all of their assets, properties, and investments with no recourse or hiring an attorney for
representation.

Unmarried Couples
Our relationship will be terminated immediately for cheating or having sexual activity with another
person.
If one of us cheats/has sex with someone else while in our relationship, the cheater will leave the
residence immediately and not return. A request for a Stay Away Order/Restraining Order from the
court will be initiated immediately to restrict any type of contact between us. All abuses and
harassment during and after this relationship will be documented and submitted to the police/criminal
court for prosecution.
If there are children involved, and/or living with us, custody will be surrendered by the cheater until legal
court action can determine custody status of the child/children, visitation, and which parent is
considered to be the most responsible and stable to care for the child/children.
There will be no excuses for cheating, such as having a sexual addiction or for making a mistake.
Requesting to correct such action or requesting to continue the relationship will not be an option.
We have both agreed that there will be no reconciliation between us.
By signing below, we both agree to all terms in this contract.
Female’s/Male’s Signature:

Date:

Partner’s Signature:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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